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Australia’s proposed CPRS
 Emissions Trading for Australia first proposed in late 1990s, have
seen State-based efforts (GGAS) and proposals (NETT), former
Federal Government task group design
 Kevin Rudd Federal Govt’s primary proposed climate policy
response
– CPRS Green and White paper in 2008, Draft Bill Feb. 2009 and Bill
introduced in Parliament May 2009 (some changes wrt draft) to be voted
in Senate 13th of August
– A set of existing and promised other policies for renewable energy (20%
in 2020 extended Renewable Energy Target), technology innovation in
CCS, Energy Efficiency Strategy outstanding

 Implementation closely linked to national emissions targets because
CPRS covers and therefore caps most Australian emissions:
Accounting for voluntary action is a big issue
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Australia’s target
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CPRS proposed timeline

CHANGE:
Start in July 2011
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CPRS caps

     
   
      
      
     

Flexibility in cap setting is more
and more discussed in order to
reflect voluntary action, but so
far not easy to implement
Bill states: “ regulations

may
declare gateways”
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Caps & Gateways

•5 years of caps, extended annually
•10 years of ‘gateways’, extended every 5
years
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CPRS coverage
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CPRS Offsets
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CPRS obligation
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Liable entities
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Tradable Unit
 Permits allow you to emit one tonne of
Greenhouse Gas (CO2 equivalent) once
 Permits are date stamped (vintage), can be used
from the date they become valid
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CPRS market arrangements

   
 
   

     
 

CHANGE:
2011-12: 10$ fix price
And from 2012-13 price
cap starting at $40 for 4
years 2015-16

CHANGE:
no banking under 10$
fixed price
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Penalty
or
price cap?
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Penalty design after price cap (2016)
 Section 134:
– if at the end of 15 December in the next eligible financial year, the
person has a unit shortfall for the current eligible financial year it
has to pay for each Number of shortfall units the prescribed
amount for the current eligible financial year which is
 (i) an amount is specified in the regulations for the 2 current eligible
financial year—that amount; or
 (ii) otherwise—an amount equal to 110% of the benchmark 4
average auction price for the previous financial year.

– the number of units in the unit shortfall is the person’s makegood number for the current eligible financial year the person is
a liable entity for the next eligible financial 29 year.
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CPRS international linkages
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Potentially significant proportion of emissions
reductions not achieved domestically
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(Australian Treasury, Australian Low Pollution Future, 2008)
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Permit allocation
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EITE arrangements
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Atia
Otia
kta

= allocation of permits to entity i for emissions associated with activity a in period t
= output of activity a by entity i in period t
= assistance rate for activity a, 60 or 90 % depending on the activity but will reduce over time by the
carbon productivity contribution of 1.3 per cent per year. Add GRB 1.05 or 1.1
EIa
= direct emissions-intensity baseline for activity a (that is, the baseline level of direct emissions per
unit of output for the activity), including the emissions associated with the use of steam
EOtia
= electricity-intensity baseline for indirect electricity emissions for activity a (that is, the baseline
level of electricity per unit of output for the activity)
EAFti
= electricity allocation factor, which reflects the impact of the carbon price on the price of electricity.
This could, but will not necessarily, vary across entities and/or time.
NGOa
= natural gas (or its components) feedstock intensity baseline for indirect natural gas emissions for
activity a (that is, baseline level of natural gas (or its components) feedstock used per unit of
output for the activity)
NGAFti = natural gas feedstock (or its components) allocation factor, which reflects the impact of the
carbon price on the price of natural gas. This could, but will not necessarily, vary across
19
entities and/or time.

CHANGE:
Global Recession
Buffer:
+5%
CHANGE:
Global Recession Buffer
(GRB):
+10%
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Estimated ‘polluter’ subsidies (Innovest, 2008)

Note: without
Recession Buffer
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Other ‘assistance’ with free permits
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CPRS and complementary measures
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CHANGE:
more money for
industry for
investment in
emissions reductions

Australian Carbon Trust and Climate Change
Action Fund
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GHG reductions of additional action in covered
sectors will not lead to reductions to the
atmosphere as the ETS / Kyoto budget stays the
same

Reduction in Electricity

Problem of additional action

Emissions from
elsewhere

ETS Budget
Emissions electricity
(Sum of allowances)

ETS Budget
(Sum of allowances)

Emissions electricity
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Solutions
 Take additional savings in cap setting into
account (will politicians do this?, in Australia 5
years of caps and 5 years announcement of
gateway changes)
 Buy allowances and cancel them, instead of
energy savings (boring and you can not see any
action!)
 Additional Action Reserve
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Additional Action Reserve








Set a new emission target by including additional potential reductions (e.g.
for a target of -20%, now increase it to -30%)
Set aside these additional required reductions in a reserve. Thus instead of
a allocation, for example, of 80% of Allowances to industry, now only
allocate 70% and put 10% in a reserve.
Create a Positive List (PL) of measures, which can constitute those
additional reductions, and which are selected on the basis that they would
not beyond reasonable likelihood be driven by the ETS (ie. the carbon price
from the ETS would not result in significant implementation).
When the compliance period is over, the additional action measures that
have been implemented and reductions have been demonstrated will be
verified. The equivalent number of permits to the reductions will then be
cancelled from the reserve.
If the aggregated reductions do not use up the reserve, the remaining AEUs
will be auctioned off
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Additional
Action Reserve
Potential
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Measures which have not been
implemented in the past
because of institutional and
behavioural barriers and other
market failures such as missing
infrastructure.
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Positive List










GreenPower.
Additional renewable energy deployment driven by policies.
Energy Efficiency Programmes overcoming major barriers on
State and Federal level.
Biochar trials.
Low emission demonstration projects.
Greenfleet projects.
Electrical vehicles.
Public transport roll outs.
Green new deal policies which lead to emission reductions.
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Reduction in Electricity

Solution
Additional GHG reductions will lead to
reductions to the atmosphere as the ETS and
Kyoto budget will be reduced by cancelling
allowances and Kyoto Units
Additional Action
Reserve

Additional Action
Reserve

Emissions electricity
ETS Budget
(Sum of allowances)

ETS Budget
(Sum of allowances)

Emissions
reductions

Emissions electricity
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Additional Action Reserve Advantages








The scheme accounts for voluntary action which goes beyond that which is motivated
by the ETS carbon price action
By targeting only specific abatement measures which are relatively cheap but have
not been exploited due to market failures and other institutional barriers, the scheme is
consistent with finding the least-cost abatement solution. Even if it allows to account
for higher abatement options (GreenPower) it accounts for the higher willingness to
pay from some individuals.
The scheme allows for other additional jurisdictional efforts by commonwealth, state
and local government for complementary measures for the sectors covered by CPRS.
This may drive policy innovation in the future.
The scheme creates a mechanism for defined and limited strengthening of the
emission target which will drive domestic change rather than offshore.
The limit on the size of the reserve helps to guide price expectations for other actors in
the CPRS.
Low transaction costs compared to project based mechanism as it is based on a
programmatic level.
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Conclusions
 CPRS is political issue and decision pending:
– Opposition wants to postpone decision beyond Copenhagen as they are
split
– Rudd wants decision before Copenhagen (may use it to call early
election)
– Greens and independent Senators play crucial role

 Indirect link over CDM JI without quantitative limit
 Direct linking with New Zealand becomes political important
 Direct linking barriers international: fixed price (1st year), price cap
(2-5th year) makes linking only realistic for period after 2016, but
penalty still quite low (110% of average auction price + make good)
 Voluntary action discussing important
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Many of our publications are available at:
www.ceem.unsw.edu.au
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